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We consider Larry Kosa’s claim that ACC Unit Chairperson Rick Toldo violated 

the UAW’s Ethical Practices Codes by rejecting valuable offers from GM for a special 
attrition plan for ACC’s drivers in order to extend his tenure as Chairperson of the ACC 
Unit and that he accepted excessive compensation and favors from ACC to secure the 
membership’s approval of a less favorable plan negotiated in 2009.  

 
FACTS 

 
Larry Kosa is a driver for Automotive Components Carrier (Penske) Corporation 

(“ACC”) in a bargaining unit represented by UAW Local Union 659.  During the period 
leading up to this appeal, Rick Toldo was Chairperson of the ACC Unit of Local 659.  
ACC is a truck fleet providing transportation services to General Motors Corporation 
(“GM”).  On June 4, 2009, ACC and the UAW addressed a letter to those employees at 
ACC who were receiving automotive wages and benefits subsidized by GM.  These 
employees are referred to as existing bargaining unit (“EBU”) employees.1 The letter 
                                                 
1
 Employees hired at second tier wages were called NBU (New Bargaining Unit) employees. Employees 

hired at third tier wages were classified PBU (Progressive/Penske Bargaining Unit employees.)  (Record, 
Book 1, pp. 9 and 14)     
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explained that GM had filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection and was seeking 
governmental assistance to survive through the economic downturn.  The letter 
described a Special Attrition Plan (“SAP”) that had been negotiated to complete the 
process of eliminating employees receiving automotive wages and benefits at ACC.  
The letter states: 

 
“In order for GM to receive the necessary government support—which will 
allow GM to restructure and continue operations in the future—and for 
ACC to remain operational, ACC and the UAW were required to negotiate 
a Special Attrition Plan (SAP), which is included for your information. 

Additionally, this packet also contains the following: 

 An Election Form in which you can select the Special Attrition 
Plan Option of your choice, provided you qualify; 

 A Conditions of Participation Release Form; and  

 A 204(h) notice regarding the ACC Hourly Rate Employees’ 
Pension Plan. 

 
You must return a completed Election Form and Conditions of 
Participation Release Form to your UAW Benefits Representative by July 
22, 2009.”2 

The Special Attrition Plan provided three options to the EBU employees.  Under 
Option 1 eligible employees could retire under the normal or voluntary retirement 
provisions of the ACC-UAW Hourly-Rate Employees Pension Plan with a vehicle 
voucher and a cash incentive.  Under Option 2 employees could elect to quit ACC 
effective July 31, 2009, and receive a vehicle voucher and cash incentive.  Under 
Option 3 EBU employees could receive a $25,000 vehicle voucher and a cash payment 
of $20,000 in recognition of having their wages reduced to the level of PBU status 
employees.  The plan further states that any employee who fails to select an option will 
be considered to have selected Option 3.3  

 
Local 659 announced that an ACC Transportation meeting would be conducted 

on June 7, 2009, to explain the terms of the SAP.  The notice also indicated that a 
ratification vote would be conducted on the new agreement on June 10, 2009 at the 
Flint, Pontiac, Lansing and Saginaw terminals.4  A subsequent notice addressed to all 
members of the ACC Transportation Unit announced that the ACC membership ratified 

                                                                                                                                                             
 

2
 Record, Book 1, p. 30. 

3
 Record, Book 1, pp. 36-37. 

4
 Record, Book 1, p. 32. 
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the terms of the Special Attrition Plan with 239 voting in favor of ratification and 34 
voting no.5  

 
On November 15, 2009, Larry Kosa filed an appeal to UAW Local 659 on behalf 

of 126 ACC Unit members asking that the ratification vote be rescinded and that the 
parties renegotiate the terms of the attrition plans for EBU employees.6  Kosa 
complained that the Unit had failed to conduct regular meetings as required by the Unit 
bylaws in order to keep the membership informed about negotiations of contractual 
provisions affecting them.  Kosa argued that the EBU employees were presented with 
only three options for retirement, when the Union had actually received 17 different 
offers from ACC management regarding the elimination of the EBU at ACC, one of 
which included a $140,000 buyout.  He reported that EBU employees were told that 
opportunities to flow back to GM were limited, but then the Union modified the rules to 
make it easier for ACC employees to move back to GM units.7 

 
Attached to Kosa’s appeal are statements from drivers who either retired or 

elected to remain at ACC with reduced wages and benefits.  Several members 
described hearing about a proposed buyout of $140,000 for the EBU employees.  
James Scholl wrote: 

 
“I, James Scholl, and Al Schocknesee were in Scott Goist’s office at ACC 
Saginaw, MI, when Scot Goist got a conference call from Larry Gleason.  
Scott Goist said it’s about your options: Plant’s, Retire, Buyouts.  You 
might want to hear what Larry Gleason says.  They were talking a few 
min. when Larry Gleason said we have an offer done for all the EBU 
group.  All the red and yellow dots would be put in a GM plant, or if they 
are 50 yrs. old and have 10 yrs. of service, they could retire with a pension 
and ins. or take $140,000.00 buyout and cut all ties except for their vested 
pension.  This would be their option.  We want to get this over and make it 
as smooth as possible.  Then all the EBU group would be done, and we 
would just have the NBU and PBU group to work with. So this is where it 
stands at this time.  And after they hung up, Scott Goist said, ‘There you 
both heard it first hand from upper management on your choices.  So you 
guys won’t be here much longer.” Then time went on we didn’t hear 
anything, so we asked about these offers again.  They said it has been put 
on hold at this time.”8  

When the 2009 SAP agreement was presented to the drivers, some of them questioned 
Chairman Rick Toldo about the prior offers they had heard about.  Thomas Goward 
described the meeting as follows: 

                                                 
5
 Record, Book 1, p. 33. 

6
 Record, Book 1, pp. 44-59. 

7
 Record, Book 1, p. 46. 

8
 Record, Book 1, p. 64. 
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“Toldo stated that because of the deadline with GM’s filing of the 
bankruptcy, they acted quickly to accept the offer we ultimately got.  He 
stated this was an all or nothing offer…take it or leave it.  Another driver 
questioned him on why he didn’t accept the original offer from last fall of 
$140,000 and $105,000, and he angrily replied, ‘I thought you people 
wanted to work’ and stormed out of the meeting.”9 

Some of the drivers expressed dissatisfaction with the fact that Chairperson Toldo 
delayed accepting the $140,000 buyout offer, because he wanted to include NBU 
employees in the deal.  Joey A. Rogers wrote: 
 

“…I was also told by Rick Toldo in the fall of 2008 at a cookout that we 
were going to be offered a buyout option and a buy down option.  Rick 
also said that he wanted to get the NBU into our deal also before we could 
act on it.  My question is why do we have to wait to vote on our future if no 
deal could have been made for the NBU?  I thought the idea of being 
Union is that members get to vote on their future?  Not that a dictator 
made the decision for us. …”10 

Several drivers repeated the sentiment that Chairperson Toldo made decisions affecting 
them without seeking their approval.  James E. Bates, Jr. wrote: 
 

The concern that I have had since that day and those that have followed is 
the way Rick Toldo seemingly played ‘judge and jury’ in the execution of 
our future with ACC.  He appeared to have sole ownership of the decision-
making and, because of his close personal relationship with Roger 
Penske, it appeared to be a solid case of conflict of interest.  Further, Mr. 
Toldo became verbally combative when questioned on his concern with 
our future.”11 

The other statements from the drivers provide similar complaints about the 17 prior 
offers that were supposedly made and Chairperson Toldo’s failure to accept the offer of 
a $140,000 buyout when it was available.12 
 

The ACC Transportation Executive Board considered Kosa’s appeal at a meeting 
on April 16, 2010.  The minutes of that meeting reflect the following action: 

 
“The decision by unanimous vote that the appeal of Larry Kosa dated 
November 15, 2009, be affirmed and due to new information, further 

                                                 
9
 Record, Book 1, p. 66. 

10
 Record, Book 1, p. 69. 

11
 Record, Book 1, p. 70. 

12
 Record, Book 1, pp. 60-86. 
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consideration of this appeal be set forth for further action by the 
appropriate parties.”13 

On April 19, 2010, Local 659 advised Kosa that his appeal would be presented to the 
ACC Unit membership on May 2, 2010.14  On May 3, 2010, Local 659 advised Kosa that 
the Unit membership voted to uphold the appeal.  The Local informed Kosa that he 
could now take his appeal to the Local 659 Executive Board.15  Kosa appealed to the 
Local 659 Executive Board on May 10, 2010.  The Local 659 Executive Board upheld 
the decision of the Unit Executive Board at a meeting on June 11, 2010, and advised 
Kosa that he could now take his appeal to the International Union.16  Kosa appealed to 
the International Executive Board (IEB) on behalf of the ACC Unit members on July 8, 
2010.17 
 

In response to an inquiry from the International President’s staff regarding his 
appeal, Kosa explained that the appeal was intended to challenge the final contract that 
was presented to the ACC members and to address the lack of communication from the 
Unit Shop Chairman on the options that management was willing to provide.  Kosa 
mentioned the 17 prior offers that Chairperson Toldo had reportedly received from the 
company in regard to the elimination of the EBU at ACC.  Kosa stated that the final 
contract was ratified by the membership on June 10, 2009, but that many members 
signed their ballots under duress.  He wrote: 

 
“A statement made to the membership at the informational meeting on 
June 7, 2009, by Jim King (International Benefits Rep.) was ‘If this MOU 
does not pass on Wednesday (June 10, 2009), Penske would shut their 
doors on Thursday (June 11, 2009), and you will get nothing.’  This 
sounded a lot like coercion in my opinion, as it did to many of my fellow 
brothers and sisters who have also signed said appeal.”18 

Kosa argued that Chairperson Toldo should have presented all the offers he received 
from the Company to the membership.  He wrote: 
 

“All offers made in our behalf to the Shop Chair should have been brought 
before the membership for approval and vote per Article 19, Section 3, of 

                                                 
13

 Record, Book 1, p. 94. 

14
 Record, Book 1, p. 95. 

15
 Record, Book 1, p. 96. 

16
 Record, Book 1, p. 99. 

17
 Record, Book 1, p. 101. 

18
 Record, Book 1, p. 105 
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the International Union’s Constitution.  It is our collected consensus that 
the Union should make us whole as outlined in our appeal.”19 

Kosa explained that it is now difficult to document Toldo’s actions because the 
Unit did not conduct regular Unit meetings or keep minutes of actions taken by the Unit 
membership.  He reported that the Local 659 Recording Secretary had requested 
minutes and any memoranda or letters regarding the negotiation of the final ACC 
Attrition Plan, but no information was provided.  Kosa summarized the purpose of his 
appeal as follows: 

 
“There were many decisions made that did not serve the best interests of 
the rank and file membership.  Those decisions were forced on the 
membership on a take it or leave it basis.  We trust that the International 
staff will be able to review the various management options and share 
their contents with us.  Also explore any options that may be available, 
now and in the future, that would make ACC members whole in areas that 
may have been available to them had they known about them before 
being forced to vote on the Shop Chair’s choices.  Flow back rights and 
buyouts at higher figures offered among the rejected offers are top 
concerns voiced by ACC members.” 20 

Attached to Kosa’s appeal is a statement by the ACC members describing their shared 
belief that Chairperson Toldo negotiated the final attrition agreement in furtherance of a 
hidden agenda rather than for the benefit of the membership.  In support of this 
allegation, appellants state: 
 

“…Supporting that opinion and anger came about from motives and 
sweetheart deals that came about during and following the final contract.  
A primary example was the fact that the Shop Chair did not want to retire 
from his 12 hour 7 day a week position along with other perks.  His son, 
with little or no committee body experience, was moved from production at 
the Flint Metal Center to a position within the International staff. 

Cal Rapson’s daughter was hired into ACC and appointed to 
Administrative Assistant to Rick Toldo.  After the buyout ratification 
contract was approved she was moved to the position of UAW Benefit 
Rep at $24.00 per hour.  She serviced ACC drivers who were reduced to 
$14.00 per hour as part of the concession contract.”21 

On April 5, 2011, International Representatives Rod Uhelski and Doug Taylor of 
the UAW-GM Department prepared a memorandum addressed to International 

                                                 
19

 Record, Book 1, p. 105. 

20
 Record, Book 1, p. 106. 

21
 Record, Book 1, p. 107. 
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President Bob King in response to Kosa’s appeal.  Uhelski and Taylor stated that GM 
was no longer obligated to pay the supplement to ACC to maintain the automotive level 
of wages and benefits for EBU employees after it filed for bankruptcy in 2009.  They 
explained that the UAW and ACC negotiated the Special Attrition Plan in order to 
reduce costs at ACC so that it could remain operational.  The memorandum to 
President King states: 

 
“The GM bankruptcy was unprecedented as was its impact on suppliers 
including ACC which required decisive action to enable ACC to continue 
to operate.  Without immediate changes, ACC was threatening to go out of 
business as well.”22  

Uhelski and Taylor stated that they had no knowledge of the 17 offers alleged to 
have been made to Chairperson Toldo prior to the agreement adopted in June 2009 
and that Toldo has now retired and could not be reached.  Uhelski and Taylor asserted, 
however, that this allegation was irrelevant, because the agreement that was presented 
to the membership in June 2009 was the best that could be achieved at that time.  
Uhelski noted that the members of the ACC Unit had an opportunity to review the terms 
of the Special Attrition Plan.  The membership ratified the plan by a large margin and 
elected options in accordance with its terms.23 

 
Acting on behalf of President King, Bob Kinkade and Toffie Abbassee conducted 

a hearing on Kosa’s appeal and prepared a report to the IEB based on the hearing and 
materials submitted by the appellants and the UAW-GM Department.  The hearing 
officers reported that a number of the appellants spoke during the hearing on a variety 
of subjects, but that their report would address the issues raised in Larry Kosa’s written 
appeal, namely, the terms of the Special Attrition Plan and the ratification process 
followed by the Union with respect to that agreement.24  

 
The hearing officers noted that the main focus of appellants’ complaint was that 

the Local Chairperson failed to communicate regarding an alleged 17 offers made by 
management prior to the negotiation of the Special Attrition Plan.  They commented that 
parties involved in negotiations are not required to bring every offer before the 
membership for review.  They cited the following language from Article 19, §3, 
describing what is required for ratification of a negotiated agreement: 

 
“…After negotiations have been concluded with the employer, the 
proposed contract or supplement shall be submitted to the vote of the 
Local Union membership…”25 

                                                 
22

 Record, Book 1, p. 127. 

23
 Record, Book 1, p. 128. 

24
 Record, Book 1, p. 144. 

25
 Record, Book 1, p. 150. 
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In any event, the hearing officers concluded that these prior offers had no bearing on 
the negotiations commenced in 2009 after GM filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection.  The hearing officers noted that GM also turned to the federal government 
for additional assistance.  As a condition of receiving government assistance, GM 
entered into a restructuring plan which terminated its obligation to pay a subsidy fee to 
ACC.26  When GM announced that it would no longer subsidize the truck fleet business 
as it had since the late 1990s, the International Union negotiated the Memorandum of 
Understanding that was presented to the ACC members for ratification in June 2009.  
The hearing officers reported that the ratification procedure followed in connection with 
the June 2009 Memorandum of Understanding complied with the requirements of 
Article 19, §3, of the Constitution.  Their report states: 
 

“Once the parties completed those negotiations, the Union notified the 
affected Local membership and provided them with copies of the MOU, as 
well as other documents describing the Special Attrition Plan.  The Union 
conducted an informational meeting and members were given the 
opportunity to vote on June 7, 2009, consistent with the requirements of 
Article 19, §3, of the UAW Constitution.  The membership, provided with 
specific information regarding the MOU, overwhelmingly ratified the 
agreement with an eighty-seven (87) percent approval rate.”27 

The hearing officers concluded that appellants had not cited any Constitutional or 
contractual basis for relief.  They held that the Memorandum of Understanding entered 
into on May 29, 2009 between the UAW, GM, and ACC was properly negotiated and 
ratified on June 10, 2009.  They found no evidence to support allegations that 
discrimination, fraud, or collusion with management improperly motivated negotiation of 
the final agreement.28 

 
The hearing officers denied the appeal of the ACC employees and the IEB 

adopted their report as its decision on January 30, 2012.  Larry Kosa appealed to the 
Public Review Board (PRB) on behalf of the ACC appellants on February 9, 2012.  

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A. Larry Kosa, on behalf of the ACC appellants: 

The ACC Unit leadership failed to conduct regular Unit membership meetings as 
required by the Local Union bylaws and the UAW Constitution.  The ACC Unit 
leadership failed to conduct proper ratification meetings as required by Article 19, §3 of 
the UAW Constitution in that they withheld material information about negotiated 

                                                 
26

 Record, Book 1, p. 139. 

27
 Record, Book 1, p. 150. 

28
 Record, Book 1, p. 152. 
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contracts from the membership.  These violations were motivated by fraud and collusion 
with management.  

 
The Local Union leadership misrepresented the status of the collective 

bargaining agreement between the UAW and ACC.  The UAW Local Union leadership 
put their own self-interest ahead of the membership’s interest and intimidated members 
opposed to their administration.  The members of the ACC Unit administration should 
be required to disgorge the benefits they received as a result of their fraud and collusion 
with management.  

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

Appellants have broadly asserted that the Unit Chairperson and the Local Union 
leadership failed to follow union rules and that they put their own self-interest ahead of 
the membership’s.  Without further explanation of the basis for these assertions, the 
International Union can only respond to what appears to be the basis of appellants’ 
complaint.  Appellants focus on the Unit Chairperson’s failure to submit 17 prior offers 
made by GM regarding a special attrition plan for those employees at ACC who were 
receiving automotive wages and benefits.  Appellants have suggested that the Unit 
Chairperson was required to bring each of these offers before the Unit membership at a 
membership meeting for review and possible approval.  They assert that the failure to 
do so amounted to a misrepresentation of the status of negotiations and the withholding 
of information.  

 
This is not the way collective bargaining proceeds.  There is nothing in the UAW 

Constitution or the Local Union bylaws that would require such a process and it would 
not be practical to conduct negotiations in this manner.  There is no reference to the 
ratification of agreements in the Local 659 Transportation Unit bylaws.  Article 19, §3, of 
the UAW Constitution governs the ratification of contracts by UAW members.  As noted 
in the IEB’s report, that section provides that the proposed contract will be submitted for 
ratification after negotiations have been concluded.  

 
The negotiations in this case commenced as a result of GM’s announcement that 

it would no longer subsidize the Truck and Fleet business.  The Union had to deal with 
the dire economic impact this circumstance had on the ACC business.  That was the 
issue to be addressed in 2009.  When the parties completed negotiation of a 
Memorandum of Understanding to deal with this situation, the Union notified the 
affected members and provided them with a complete description of the Special Attrition 
Plan.  The Union conducted an informational meeting and members were given the 
opportunity to vote on June 7, 2009, as required by Article 19, §3 of the Constitution.  
The membership overwhelmingly ratified the agreement negotiated by the Union with an 
eighty-seven percent approval rate.   

 
There is no Constitutional basis for this appeal, nor is there any violation of the 

Local Union bylaws.  Based on the case record and the testimony received at the 
evidentiary hearing, the IEB correctly found no improprieties with the process used to 
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draft the Memorandum of Understanding/Special Attrition Plan, between the UAW, GM, 
and ACC.  The Memorandum was adopted on May 29, 2009, and ratified on June 10, 
2009.  Appellants have presented no evidence to support their allegations that the 
agreement was influenced by collusion with management.  The PRB’s review must be 
limited to an examination of the process used to negotiate the SAP.  The actual terms of 
the agreement are not subject to review by the PRB.  Article 33, §3(f) precludes PRB 
review of the bargaining policy of the International Union. 

 
C. Rebuttal on behalf of appellants by attorney Lynn H. Shecter: 

The membership’s ratification of the SAP is not dispositive of appellants’ claims 
of fraud and collusion against ACC Unit Chairperson Rick Toldo, because Chairperson 
Toldo had misled the members about the state of negotiations prior to the vote.  Rick 
Toldo made fraudulent representations to the membership motivated by his own 
pecuniary interest.  Appellants have reason to believe that Chairperson Rick Toldo 
previously rejected an extremely favorable contract proposal made by General Motors 
without presenting it to the membership.  The actual terms of this earlier proposal 
should be obtained from the International Union.  The proposal was so favorable to 
appellants that GM walked out of the collective bargaining session when Toldo rejected 
it.  Appellants believe that Toldo rejected GM’s favorable proposal so that he could 
continue to receive his high compensation as Chairperson of the ACC Unit. 

 
This appeal addresses Toldo’s failure to communicate with the membership 

about his negotiations with ACC over the terms of a special attrition plan for the drivers.  
It also addresses the fraudulent representations made to the membership designed to 
induce ratification of the 2009 SAP.  ACC paid Toldo excessive compensation in return 
for his cooperation in getting the 2009 SAP accepted by the membership.  Appellants 
request that Toldo’s payroll records be obtained from the International Union and 
included in the record to establish this point.  

 
Appellants had very limited means to develop their case or discover relevant 

evidence.  They were not permitted to participate in the development of the record that 
was presented to the PRB in connection with their appeal.  The record forwarded to the 
PRB with Kosa’s appeal did not include all the material that appellants presented to the 
Union in support of their arguments.  Despite these limitations, the appellants have 
established the following circumstances: 

 
 1. Chairperson Toldo was paid more than any other Union chairperson. 

 
 2. Genuine Union meetings were discarded in favor of cookouts in order to 

discourage communications among terminals. 
 
 3. The Union used intimidation to discourage rivals from running against Toldo 

and members of his administration. 
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 4. In the end, members of Toldo’s administration were given favorable 

positions in General Motors plants, at the expense of the higher seniority 
members of the unit.   

 
There is evidence that Toldo extended the bargaining process in order to prolong the 
payments he was receiving from management.  In addition, appellants can testify that 
Union officials received favorable placement in plants, contrary to the regular 
procedures for placement described in the collective bargaining agreement.  Appellants’ 
claim is based on the failure of the Local Union 659 leadership to represent the 
members of the ACC Unit. This failure was deliberate and not simply a breakdown in 
communications as suggested by the IEB’s decision.  
 

DISCUSSION 
 

On July 24, 2012, we issued an Order dismissing appellants’ appeal of the IEB’s 
decision dated January 30, 2012, because the issues addressed in that decision 
concerned the Union’s collective bargaining decisions designed to deal with GM’s 
bankruptcy and reorganization.  The PRB has no jurisdiction to review the Union’s 
decisions with respect to such negotiations.  Our Order states: 

 
“Larry Kosa appealed the IEB’s decision to the PRB on behalf of the ACC 
employees on February 9, 2012.29  We have no jurisdiction to consider the 
issues addressed in the report adopted by the IEB on January 30, 2012.  
The negotiation of the Memorandum of Understanding describing the 
Special Attrition Plan was part of the International Union’s collective 
bargaining policy developed to deal with General Motors’ bankruptcy and 
reorganization in 2009.  Article 33, §3(f) prohibits the PRB from reviewing 
in any way an official bargaining policy of the International Union.  
Therefore, Kosa’s appeal of the IEB’s decision is hereby dismissed.”30 

We remanded appellants’ accusations of improper conduct on the part of the ACC Unit 
leadership for further investigation.  Our Order states: 
 

“Article 32, §5 of the UAW Constitution describes a procedure for handling 
the kinds of charges asserted in attorney Shecter’s brief.  Pursuant to 
Article 32, §5(a) of the Constitution, the IEB has initial responsibility for 
investigating complaints of violations of any UAW Ethical Practices Codes.  
The IEB may have investigated appellants’ charges of unethical behavior 
and reviewed the supporting documentation now being offered into the 
record by appellants’ attorney.  From the record before the PRB, however, 
we cannot say that this has occurred. 

                                                 
29

 Record, p. 155. 

30
 Record, Book 2, p. 32. 
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We are therefore remanding this appeal to the IEB for the purpose of 
conducting an initial investigation of appellants’ charges that unethical 
conduct influenced the negotiation of the SAP or, alternatively, presenting 
the results of any such investigation that has previously taken place.  In 
accordance with the Constitutional provisions governing Ethical Practices 
Complaints, the IEB will advise the PRB Chairpersons of the results of its 
investigation.  As this is a matter involving our role under Article 32 of the 
Constitution, we ask the IEB to report the results of its investigation to the 
PRB Chairpersons within 60 days.”31 

The Union’s response to the Board’s remand included documents that help 
clarify the circumstances surrounding the negotiation of the SAP.  On November 12, 
2009, Larry Kosa sent a letter to Local 659 Recording Secretary Reggie Smith asking 
for all ACC Unit meeting minutes, ACC Chairman’s reports, and copies of the proposals 
made by ACC management and GM during the negotiation of the special attrition 
program.32  Smith responded to Kosa’s request by certified mail on March 9, 2010.  
Recording Secretary Smith’s response to the requests for contract proposals was, “Not 
Applicable.”33 

 
Recording Secretary’s Smith’s characterization of the prior contract proposals 

was appropriate with respect to appellants’ complaint about the terms of the 2009 
Special Attrition Plan.  The Chairman’s reports that have now been included in the 
record reveal that Chairperson Toldo had been having discussions with GM about terms 
for a special attrition plan during the years between 2006 and 2009.  Toldo was working 
on a plan that would motivate the subsidized employees to retire and thus reduce their 
number in the ACC unit.  The offers Toldo received in the course of these discussions 
have no application to the negotiations that commenced once GM filed for Chapter 11 
bankruptcy protection and sought government assistance.  There was no need for 
motivation to eliminate the subsidized employees at this point; the subsidy was gone.  

 
Our original record contained a Chairman’s report dated February 2005, but the 

next item in chronological order was the EBU Memorandum of Understanding dated 
March 25, 2009.34  The record contained no information about Toldo’s negotiations with 
GM prior to the bankruptcy.  Appellants’ complaints about the Chairperson’s failure to 
present 17 prior offers to the membership for approval suggested that these offers were 
made during the negotiation of the 2009 SAP.  It is now clear that these offers were part 
of a previous round of negotiations under markedly different circumstances.35  

                                                 
31

 Record, Book 2, p. 34. 

32
 Record, Book 2, p. 55. 

33
 Record, Book 2, p. 103. 

34
 Record, Book 1, pp. 12 and 13. 

35
 Record, BooK 2, pp. 106-115. 
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The reports circulated by Chairperson Toldo during the period between February 
2005 and March 2009 reveal that the Local 659 Bargaining Team began negotiating 
with GM about a special attrition program for ACC drivers in April 2006.  In June 2006, 
Toldo wrote: 

 
“Your Bargaining Team and I have not heard back from General Motors 
on the incentive proposal since early May.  We suspect it will be around 
the first of August before we hear from them.  Their priority is Delphi and 
General Motors buyouts and incentives.  When these are complete, I am 
sure we will hear from them.”36 
 

The next report in 2006 indicates that the parties were still actively negotiating about the 
terms of a special attrition program.  Toldo wrote: 
 

“Discussions continue on the UAW, Penske, General Motors special 
attrition program affecting the EBU and NBU drivers and mechanics.  As 
you know, we have been negotiating this process since April 2006 and we 
are getting closer to an agreement that will meet the needs of all ACC 
Drivers and Mechanics.  I would not expect resolution until sometime 
during the fall of this year.  So, everyone enjoy your summer.”37 
 

Toldo reported on negotiations for a special attrition plan again in June 2008.  In this 
report, Toldo referred to eight offers presented by GM during the course of negotiations 
for a special attrition plan for EBU employees.  He wrote: 
 

“I have had several phone calls and conversations with drivers and 
mechanics regarding the General Motors, Penske, and UAW special 
attrition program.  From April 2006 until now General Motors has 
presented eight offers as it relates to the special attrition program.  As in 
any negotiations, until all parties are comfortable with the final document, 
there is no agreement.  I believe we are very close to an agreement, but 
until the document is signed by General Motors, Penske, and the UAW, 
we will continue to operate as we have over the past four years.  I don’t 
expect any resolution until after changeover, so enjoy your time off and 
this great Michigan summer.  As soon as an agreement is reached, the 
entire package will be presented to you in detail.”38  
 

Toldo reported the negotiation of a tentative agreement between ACC and the UAW on 
October 1, 2008, and recommended ratification of the agreement.  This report does not 
mention the special attrition program.39 On January 29, 2009, however, Toldo reported 
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that the parties had not reached an agreement on a special attrition program.  His report 
states: 
 

“I am not happy to report the state of the world economy is having a direct 
effect on our organization.  As of February 2nd we will have in excess of 
150 drivers on layoff, 98 will be permanent.  Discussions continue as it 
relates to a new service agreement between General Motors and the 
Penske group.  On January 23, 2009, the Company gave your bargaining 
committee a proposal requesting new agreements for the EBU and NBU 
drivers.  The proposal was rejected by the bargaining team as it did not 
meet the needs of our membership.  The bottom line is that it makes no 
sense to reach an agreement here at ACC until such time the UAW and 
General Motors reach an agreement.  I had discussions with Vice 
President Rapson regarding the future of the truck fleet, and I can assure 
you we have the full support of Vice President Rapson and his staff.  We 
are in the most difficult time the UAW has ever faced.  We need to stay 
focused and support our UAW leadership.”40  
 
Appellants now charge that Chairperson Toldo rejected GM’s prior buyout offers 

without presenting them to the membership solely in order to prolong his highly 
compensated chairmanship.  Such a claim could be the subject of an Ethical Practices 
Complaint under Article 32, §5(a) of the UAW Constitution; however, Article 32, §4 
requires that such complaints must be filed within sixty days of the time the charging 
member becomes aware of the alleged violations.  Appellants argue that they did not 
become aware of GM’s offers until after the opportunity to accept them had already 
been lost.  They argue that Toldo deliberately failed to conduct regular membership 
meetings in order to keep the membership uninformed about his negotiations with GM 
and to deprive them of their right to participate in the decision making process. 

 
It appears that Chairperson Toldo may have communicated with the membership 

at periodic cookouts and by means of letters posted in terminals, rather than conducting 
regular general membership meetings.  This practice, if it occurred, was contrary to the 
requirements of Article 37, §4, of the Constitution, but it also appears that the 
membership tacitly accepted any such arrangement.  Any member might have filed an 
appeal to the Local Union challenging the unit’s failure to conduct regular meetings 
during this period, but Toldo’s method of communication probably seemed more 
practical and effective for a unit of drivers.  There is nothing in the record to support the 
allegation that this arrangement was part of a deliberate scheme to prevent members 
from communicating with one another. 

 
This record also fails to support appellants’ assertion that Toldo deliberately kept 

them in the dark about his negotiations with GM over the terms of a special attrition 
plan. The record establishes that Chairperson Toldo had been communicating with the 
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Unit membership about negotiations between the Local 659 Bargaining Team and GM 
for a special attrition program for ACC drivers since April 2006.  In 2008, the 
Chairperson reported that the Bargaining Team had rejected a number of offers made 
by GM.  Appellant James Scholl wrote that he and Al Schocknesee were given very 
specific information about the offer of a $140,000 buyout in 2008.  It is clear that other 
drivers knew about this offer as well.  Thomas Goward and Joey A. Rogers also 
described conversations with Toldo about the offer.  If this was indeed a firm offer, 
hindsight now suggests that it should perhaps have been accepted.  However, none of 
the appellants filed any appeal or complaint about Toldo’s rejection of these offers or his 
prolongation of negotiations in 2008.  Appellants did not allege that Chairperson Toldo 
improperly prolonged these negotiations in order to benefit himself and members of his 
administration until after the Special Attrition Plan was ratified in 2009.  Their attempt to 
raise these issues as an Ethical Practices Complaint at this point is untimely. 

 
In their appeal to this Board, appellants have attempted to bring their complaints 

against Toldo’s administration into the present day by suggesting that he was influenced 
by favors he received from ACC management to misrepresent the terms of the 2009 
SAP.  They have used phrases like “sweetheart deals” and suggested some impropriety 
regarding the placement of Cal Rapson’s daughter as benefits representative, but there 
is nothing to connect these accusations to the terms of the 2009 SAP.  Kosa has 
suggested that the Union coerced ratification of the 2009 SAP by telling the 
membership that ACC would shut its doors if the 2009 SAP were not ratified.  
Appellants do not seem to recognize that by 2009 this representation accurately 
described the situation.  The fact that some flow back opportunities to GM opened up 
after the SAP was ratified does not translate into a material misrepresentation of the 
terms of the 2009 agreement.  Chairperson Toldo’s compensation had nothing to do 
with what happened in 2009.  GM was bankrupt and seeking governmental assistance.  
Toldo cannot be accused of unethical conduct because he did not foresee this 
extraordinary circumstance during his previous negotiations with management about the 
terms of a special attrition plan for drivers who were being subsidized by GM. 

 
The appeal is dismissed.   


